
Public Questions Extract (GERA’s bold emphasis) 

 

July 2, 2013 

 

Question - “This evening 1 July, 2013 there was a news item on the 7p.m. news which 

featured 

a story about the new residential zone reforms in this state. It was stated that the Boroondara 

Council along with Glen Eira were the first two councils to be implementing these new 

residential zones. 

Could you please explain to me why residents in this municipality have to learn these things 

via the media? 

1. Has this council already submitted an amendment of the draft to the Minister? 

If this is the case then why were residents not told anything of the change? 

2. The City of Boroondara has had this amendment C108 for discussion since March. What 

consultation is this council planning to carry out?” 

Answer - The Mayor read Council’s response. He said: 

“Council is not responsible for what is broadcast on any news program. Council does 

not know why the ABC reporter chose to mention Glen Eira, any more than we know 

why a similar story in today’s Age nominated neighbourhoods in Stonnington and 

Boroondara as the first to come under the new zones but did not mention Glen Eira. 

It demonstrates that you can’t always fully trust what you hear or read in the media, 

although, of course, the media is far more reliable than an anonymous blog. 

Council has not submitted an amendment of the draft to the Minister. 

Boroondara City Council’s Amendment C108 proposes to apply planning controls to 

neighbourhood activity centres, which are shopping strips, and to enterprise 

corridors, which are mixed commercial areas. It implements strategies and plans 

adopted or amended in 2011, and has nothing to do with the new residential zones. 

Council has not yet decided what consultation will be carried out in relation to the 

residential zones.” 
 

Question - “Given the significance of the proposed Residential Zone Reforms, when will 

council begin its public consultation on the introduction of the zones into the Glen 

Eira municipality?” 

Answer - The Mayor read Council’s response. He said: 

“Council has not yet decided.” 

 

July 23, 2013 
Question - “Will Council be undertaking community consultation on the residential zone 

reforms?” 

Answer - The Mayor read Council’s response. He said: 

“The extent of consultation would depend on the extent of any departures from the 

current Housing Diversity/Minimal Change arrangements and that is not known at 

this time.” 

 

August 13, 2013 

 

Question –  

1. On what precise date was Amendment C110 (Residential zones) submitted 

to the Minister and/or DPCD? 

2. Why hasn't the full Amendment and its schedules been made public by 

council prior to its being gazetted - especially since it has now been 

announced? 

Answer -The Mayor read Council’s response. He said:  



“Council does not have Amendment C110. It is, of course, not possible for Council 

to publish a document that is not in our possession. 

When the Minister announced the creation of three new residential zones in March 

2013, he said that he would translate Councils' planning schemes into the new 

zones by Ministerial Amendment. A Ministerial Amendment is different to the 

process you are familiar with which involves Exhibition, an Independent Panel and 

Adoption. 

After the Minister announced his openness to Ministerial Amendments, this Council 

sought differential zones and mandatory maximum height limits, which the Glen 

Eira community and Council have sought for many years, based on the established 

Minimal Change and Housing Diversity policies. On 5 August, the Minister 

announced that he had approved a translation into the new residential zones and 

issued a Media Release to that effect. 

Ministerial Amendment C110 also includes some elements which Council did not 

raise such as the rezoning of the site of the former Alma Club in Caulfield North to 

the General Residential Zone and the rezoning of the ABC's studios in Gordon St, 

Elsternwick to the Residential Growth Zone. 

It follows that there was no precise date on which Amendment C110 was submitted 

to the Minister in the way that most planning scheme amendments which have been 

prepared and adopted by a Council. 

Amendment C110 is scheduled to be Gazetted on 23 August 2013. The mandatory 

maximum height limits and other benefits will apply to applications lodged on and 

after that date.” 

 

Question - “In relation to newly advised residential zones announced last week, could 

council please advise who or which authority i.e. Council or Victorian govt determined the 

former Alma Club site at 1 Wilks St to be classified as General Residential zone 1 

(max 3 storey)? When and by what means was the council advised?” 

Answer - The Mayor read Council’s response. He said: “ 

“The Minister for Planning applied the new zones by Ministerial Amendment, taking 

into account and largely adopting requests from Council. However, Council did not 

canvass any change for the site of the former Alma Club at 1 Wilks Street, Caulfield North. 

Council assumed a direct translation from Minimal Change to the Neighbourhood 

Residential Zone. 

Council was advised on 5 August that the former Alma Club had been included in 

the General Residential Zone. Council’s understanding is that the site will have its 

own Schedule which will be consistent with the setbacks set out in the officer report 

on the planning application considered by Council on 2 July 2013. Details should be 

clear by the time of Gazettal which is scheduled for 23 August.  

The planning application for the site is before VCAT. That appeal would be determined in 

accordance with the rules which applied at the time the application was lodged, including 

the Minimal Change policy.” 

 

Question - “Given that the 

1. Glen Eira Planning Scheme was last reviewed in 2010 and scheduled for the 4 

yearly review in 2014 and 

2. Council had 12 months to implement the new residential zones 

Could Council please provide it’s reasons for electing not to consult with the 

community on the introduction of the “new residential zones”.” 

Answer - The Mayor read Council’s response. He said: “ 

“Glen Eira has had policies in the Planning Scheme for the last nine years which 

differentiate the municipality into Minimal Change Areas and Housing Diversity 

Areas. Those policies were incorporated into the Planning Scheme following 



extensive community consultation. The policies are well understood within our 

community. (Policies are, however, open to interpretation as is regularly seen at 

VCAT and greater certainty could only be achieved by the use of controls ie zones.) 

Council undertook a Review of the Planning Scheme in 2010-11. Through the 

consultative mechanisms of the Review, the community made clear that it is 

seeking: 

 mandatory maximum height limits binding on all parties, including VCAT; 

 transition controls to step development more gradually between higher and 

lower density areas; and 

 greater certainty for both existing residents and providers of additional 

residential housing. 

The three new zones provide the opportunity to achieve these enhancements which 

are not possible under a policy framework. 

Based on the outcomes of these consultative processes, Council sought a direct 

and neutral conversion to the new zones which achieved the outcomes sought by 

the community. If the process had not addressed the community’s expressed priorities, 

Council would have discontinued that process. 

The translation which has been approved introduces greater protections for the 

benefit of existing residents as well as greater clarity for those wishing to proceed 

with residential development. The mix of zones, like the policies before them, 

provides for a clearer balance between retaining valued Neighbourhood Character 

and opportunities for higher density sustainable development at appropriate 

locations around public transport and shopping centres. 

It is important to bear in mind that these zones were applied by Ministerial 

Amendment, taking into account, and largely adopting, Council requests. 

It is our firm belief that further consultation could not have resulted in a better 

outcome, and may well have had the opposite effect. Our concern, on this as in all 

matters, was to achieve the best possible result for the Community.” 

 


